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Today’s presentation
1. Implementation pathway exercise
2. Preliminary findings from comparative
implementation study
3. Link findings to our research and practical
experience
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Research background and methodology
• CPTED implementation
• Opening this black box will help us replicate success and improve
implementation

• Interviews with CPTED practitioners in Canada and Australia
• Practitioners:
•
•
•
•

Crime prevention & community safety officers from local councils/city hall
Current & former police officers involved in CPTED
Private security consultants
City planners

Preliminary findings – key themes
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Stakeholder buy-in
“He just nailed it. He understood it right off the bat and so we did a lot
of work (there) after that….he’s a good guy to have on side. In all CPTED
implementation you need to have the right people on side.” (C2)
“That's why these things work better if you actually have a councillor
trained because they know what to do then and they make sure that
things happen in council. So things do get approved in the end.” (A7)

Policy statement
“Bloody good policy to start with, that's relevant. And you would think
that it would happen in the council, that if a new policy was introduced
and people were trained in it. So they need to know (the policy) is there
for a start.” (A7)
“There are lots of codes. Even in the official plan of (Canadian city) it
says that public safety is a big part of development and review. I wrote
some of these safety guidelines for (Canadian city). It’s not that difficult
to get in… Public safety is always top of mind for most people, so it’s not
that difficult to get into official documentation if you want it there…
but it needs to be there.” (C2)

Funding/Budget
“I would show up… and do all these services for them. So we would do CPTED
projects with these neighbourhood associations because we were getting paid
for it (as part of a bigger project). So we would do CPTED projects up and down
the street all over (the city) because they were already paying for our
services.” (C1)
“Sometimes it was a budget issue. Sometimes when we said "you know, you're
gonna have to put better lighting in"... it probably cost more that they were
willing to (pay). Takes more time, takes more on-site assessments, observations,
mapping, interviews…then we might come up with answers that they then
might not want to implement. I think it would bring in the critical analysis issues
that they didn't really want to have conversations about.” (A5)

Context & problem analysis
“It really takes a very detailed analysis of an area. Until you actually fully
appreciate what you're dealing with you shouldn’t be trying to provide
solutions or answers to questions you don't know. It's analysis of crime, the
types of crime, input from the community and things like safety audits, it's things
like visual observations, talking to people, groups of people, people in key
government agencies.” (A9)
“We will look at the file if there is a police file reported. We will look at the point
of entry and point of exit (after a break and enter)…a lot of it is to do with
reducing fear… and we will go through our (CPTED) checklist with them and
then we will help them teach their neighbours and add a block watch element to
it.” (C4)

Mixed teams & integration
“When I was doing it in (the city), there were people working right in
the planning office…. I was at all those planning office meetings –
every two weeks.” (C3)
“…(the most important thing was) having a multi-disciplinary team. You
need a mixture of people. And some people are very broad thinking
and some people are very detail thinking. And it doesn't matter what
project you do, I would council anybody to have a multi-disciplinary
team because you have different perspectives to give you a total
picture.” (A2)

Relationships
“It all comes down to relationships… I have to have an appreciation
that they know something at the table…these guys have a lot of
education and the expertise of their particular job…. So if you aren’t
willing to broaden your mindset and work together you don’t bring a
lot to the table and nothing will get done.” (C4)
“Communication is the only thing that's really lacking. You hear about it
periodically only because someone wasn’t told or asked or...doesn't
really matter but (lack of) communication is the root of all evil, I think.
Because it's just such an important thing and the thing that we quite
often forget.” (A7)
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